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ABSTRACT: The goal of this article is to test the potential application of lignosulfonates (LSs) in crude oil production and
processing. Three LS samples of varying hydrophobicity and average molecular weight were considered. First, the interfacial tension
between brine and xylene and interfacial dilational rheology properties of LS samples were measured. It was found that the most
surface-active LS sample has the lowest molecular weight in agreement with the results from the literature. In the presence of
asphaltenes, all three LS samples were able to compete with asphaltenes, the most polar crude oil component, at the interface and
form mixed LS−asphaltene interfaces. However, only the most surface-active LS sample among the three tested could fully desorb
asphaltenes at the highest tested LS concentration (500 ppm). Second, three possible applications were screened. LSs were tested to
prevent the formation of w/o crude oil emulsions or to break these. However, the opposite effect was observed, that is, stabilization
of water-in-crude oil emulsions. The potential application of LS in produced water (PW) clarification was furthermore considered.
The kinetics of PW clarification was found unaffected by the presence of LS, even at very high concentrations (1000 ppm). Finally,
the potential of LS for enhanced oil recovery was assessed. The LS flood changed the surface wettability toward water wetness for
one of the samples, yet LS injection did not recover additional oil beyond brine recovery. It was concluded that LS has interesting
properties, such as the potential to compete with crude oil indigenous components at the oil/water interface. The stabilization action
of LS was dominant over any destabilization effect, which led to the conclusion that LSs are more efficient for stabilizing emulsions
rather than destabilizing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lignosulfonates (LSs) are poly-branched anionic polymers,
which are predominantly produced during sulphite pulping of
wood. In contrast to other technical lignins, they generally
exhibit good water solubility because of an abundance of
sulfonate groups. As a result of condensation reactions during
wood pulping, LS can exhibit a large range of molecular weight,
that is, from 1000 to 150,000 g/mol,1 and consequently a high
polydispersity index.2 Alternate methods have also been
developed to modulate the chemical structure of LS especially
in terms of degree of sulfonation, molecular weight, and
functional groups.3

The presence of anionic groups and hydrophobic moieties,
such as aromatic rings and aliphatic linkages, accounts for both
hydrophilic and lipophilic properties of the LS. As a result, LS

molecules can adsorb at binary interfaces. LSs have a different
structure than classical surfactants. They are poly-branched
polyelectrolyte macromolecules with multiple hydrophilic and
hydrophobic moieties. This property makes LS attractive as
dispersants in various industries.4 For example, LSs are used as
plasticizers in concrete, carbon black dispersants, dyestuff
dispersants, and emulsion and suspoemulsion stabilizers.3,5,6
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Despite the structural differences, LSs are affecting surface
tension and interfacial properties in a similar manner as
classical surfactants. At low concentration, a logarithmic
dependence was found for surface or interfacial tension with
LS concentration.7−9 The compressibility of LS films at the
water/oil interface depended strongly on pH and salinity.10

LSs were shown to form viscoelastic interface layers, which
were also greatly affected by the amount and type of added
electrolytes.11 Because of their hydrophilic character, LS-
stabilized emulsions are usually of oil-in-water type.12 Steric
hindrance, electrostatic repulsion, and particle stabilization
were mentioned as possible mechanisms for LS emulsion
stabilization,13,14 in addition to the formation of viscoelastic
interfacial layers. Furthermore, it was shown that the stability
of LS-stabilized o/w emulsions was a function of the LS
hydrophobicity,9 as determined by hydrophobic interaction
chromatography. Higher hydrophobicity would impart higher
emulsion stability, whereas lower average molecular weight
tended to affect interfacial tension more strongly.
LS can adsorb onto solid surfaces such as dolomite,

limestone, alumina, or titanium oxide.15−18 The adsorption
on solids was reported to follow the Langmuir isotherm.19,20

Moreover, it was determined that the adsorbed amount
increased with salt concentration because of reduced electro-
static repulsions.16 However, this effect is more marked in the
presence of CaCl2 than with NaCl. By studying the adsorption
of LS onto a dye with a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM),
Qin et al.21 also found that LS adsorption increases with ionic
strength and decreases when the temperature is increased.
LS has been used for building self-assembly multilayers on

the qua r t z su r f a ce w i th the po lyca t ion po ly -
(diallyldimethylammonium chloride).22−24 Analogous to LS
self-association, this multilayer buildup was facilitated by high
NaCl concentration. The authors concluded that the self-
assembly behavior was governed by hydrophobic and π−cation
interactions and not electrostatic interaction. LS interactions
with chitosan have also been subject to research, as this is a
biobased polycation. In an aqueous solution, LS and chitosan
were reported to associate, forming insoluble complexes.25 A
technical application was proposed, in which LSs were
removed from aqueous solutions via adsorption onto silica
beads that had been cross-linked with chitosan.20

Interactions between LS and surfactants have also been
studied. When LSs are mixed with an anionic surfactant such as
sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS), the measured surface tensions
are typical of a mixed surfactant system.26 Complexation
between LS and cationic surfactant was investigated by Askvik
et al.7,27 No beneficial effect on the creaming rates of oil-in-
water emulsions was found; however, the authors concluded
that a material could be produced, which had better oil
solubility than the original surfactants. Qiu et al.18 have shown
that straight-chain alcohols can be used as a cosurfactant to
improve the surface activity of LSs. Based on emulsion stability
and the loss of compressive film stability, competitive
interaction of LS and petroleum asphaltenes at the water/oil
interface has been suggested.10

Considering the interesting interfacial properties of LS, its
biodegradability, and the fact that it is produced from natural
resources, LSs are viewed as an interesting alternative for
several applications. For instance, extensive research has been
conducted on utilizing LS as a sacrificial adsorbate for
enhanced oil recovery (EOR).28−31 LS-stabilized heavy oil-
in-water emulsions for pipeline transport have been sug-

gested,32 as the emulsions would have lower viscosity than the
heavy oil.
This article explores the possibility to expand the range of

applications of LSs by considering their impact in crude oil
production and processing. In this field, numerous surface-
active chemicals are used to fulfill various tasks such as
improving the separation between oil and water (demulsifiers
and flocculants), treat produced water to remove oil droplets,
or increase the amount of crude oil ultimately produced from
oil field with the so-called EOR chemical-flooding oper-
ations.33 The first part of the study will consider the
interactions at the oil/water interface between LS and
asphaltenes, that is, the crude oil components governing
crude oil interface properties, to determine how the LS could
affect crude oil interfacial properties. Then, three possible
applications of LS in crude oil production and processing are
considered:

• Separation of crude oil from water.
• Clarification of produced water.
• Use in EOR operations.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Chemicals. Three lignosulfonate samples differing by

their hydrophobicity and molecular weights were studied.
These samples were previously used by Ruwoldt et al.9 and are
hence labeled with their corresponding alias. These samples are
commercial sodium lignosulfonates that were prepared,
purified, and analyzed by Borregaard AS. Their characteristics
are summarized in Table 1.

Two crude oils were used in this study named A and B. A is
a conventional oil and B is a heavy crude oil. Some of their
features are summarized in Table 2.
Asphaltenes were extracted by adding 40 mL of n-hexane for

1 g of crude oil B; the sample size was either 4 or 10 g
depending on the needs. The mixture was then stirred
overnight. The next day, the asphaltene fraction is recovered
by vacuum filtration using a 0.45 μm HVLP (millipore)
membrane filter. The filtrate is washed up with warm n-hexane
and finally dried under a N2 atmosphere.
The following chemicals were used without further

purification: sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS, ≥ 99.0%, Sigma-
Aldrich), 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS, ≥
99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich), sodium chloride (for analysis, Merck),
sodium hydroxide (≥99%, VWR), methyltrioctylammonium
chloride (MTOAC, ≥ 97.0%, Sigma-Aldrich), xylene (mixture
of isomers, ≥ 98.5%, VWR), and decane (≥99%, Sigma-
Aldrich). Deionized water was from a Milli-Q system
(Millipore).

Table 1. Hydrophobicity and Molecular Weights of
Lignosulfonate Used in This Study

LS sample Mn g/mola relative hydrophobicityb

LS-3 2700 0.24
LS-4 2800 0.44
LS-6 1800 0.54

aDetermined by gel permeation chromatography. bRelative hydro-
phobicity calculated from the average elution peak determined by
hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC). See Ruwoldt et al.9

for the details of the calculation.
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2.2. Solution Preparation. Stock buffer solutions
containing 1160 mM NaCl and 40 mM MOPS were prepared,
and their pH values were adjusted to 7 by adding aliquots of 1
M NaOH.
Stock aqueous LS solutions (1−5 wt %) were prepared by

dissolving LS powder into Milli-Q water and shaking. They
were then diluted by first adding Milli-Q water and then stock
buffer solutions to the desired LS concentration in 580 mM
NaCl and 20 mM MOPS. LS solutions (100 ppm) prepared
this way were subsequently diluted with stock buffer solutions
and Milli-Q water to reach the desired concentrations.
Asphaltene solutions were prepared at a concentration of 0.5

wt % by dissolving solid asphaltenes in xylene, then the mixture
is sonicated for 10 min, and then shaken at 200 rpm overnight.
The next day, the absence of flocs is confirmed by microscopy
before sonicating the solutions for additional 10 min.
LSs were extracted and dissolved into an organic solvent

(xylene) by complexation with quaternary ammonium using
the following procedure: 100 mL of 20 g/L LS-6 in Milli-Q
water and 100 mL of a solution of 80 g/L MTOAC in xylene
are shaken overnight. Then, the two phases are fully separated
by centrifugation (4000 rpm, 5 min). The aqueous and xylene
phases are then, respectively, colorless and dark indicating that
most of the LS-6 has been transferred into the organic phase.
The organic phase was then pipetted and recovered.
2.3. Interfacial Tension and Interfacial Dilational

Rheology Measurements. Interfacial tension and interfacial
dilational rheology moduli were measured with a sessile/
pendant drop tensiometer (PAT 1M) from SINTERFACE
Technologies (Berlin, Germany) fitted with a hook.
Interfacial tension values were determined by recording the

profile of the oil drop in the aqueous phase and fitting it with
the Young−Laplace equation in the SINTERFACE PAT 1M v.
1.5.0.732 software. The interfacial dilational moduli E′
(function of the elasticity of the interface) and E″ (function
of the viscosity of the interface) were determined by
sinusoidally varying the droplet volume. The complex dynamic
apparent dilatational modulus (E*) is defined as the Fourier
transform ( ) of the change in interfacial tension (γ) relative
to the change in the interfacial area of the droplet according to
eq 136

ω ω ω* = {Δγ }
{Δ }

= ′ + ″E
t

A t
E iE( )

( )
ln( ( ))

( ) ( )
(1)

with ω being the angular frequency of the oscillation.
A xylene droplet (15−45 μL, with or without asphaltenes)

was created at the tip of the hook in a cuvette filled with 20 mL
of aqueous phase (LS in NaCl 580 mM, MOPS 20 mM, and
pH = 7). The droplet volume was kept constant for 1 h.
During this time, interfacial tension at the interface between
the xylene and the aqueous phase is continuously determined
and recorded. After 1 h, oscillating measurements were
performed to determine the E′ and E″ moduli. The procedure

consisted of five cycles of five different periods (100, 80, 60,
40, and 20 s) at a volume amplitude of 7% while keeping the
same average volume as during the first hour. The amplitude
had to be reduced to 2% for most of the LS-6 + asphaltene
systems to obtain sinusoidal variations of the IFT with time.
Only moduli obtained at a period of 100 s are reported.

2.4. Crude Oil Emulsion Preparations and Stabilities.
Two procedures were carried out depending whether LSs were
introduced before or after emulsification.
In the first case, 10 g of aqueous phase (LS in NaCl 580

mM, MOPS 20 mM, pH = 7) and 15 g of crude oil A are
mixed at 1500 rpm (IKA Eurostar digital) with a four-blade
propeller for 2 min. The formed emulsion is then transferred to
a 100 mL graduated conical flask and the volume of free brine
is visually determined and logged as a function of time for 1 h.
In the second case, 10 g of buffer solution (NaCl 580 mM,

MOPS 20 mM, pH = 7) and 15 g of crude oil A are mixed at
2000 rpm (IKA Eurostar digital) with a four-blade propeller for
3 min. Then, 0.880 mL of xylene solution (containing either
pure xylene, only MTOAC, or a mixture of MTOAC and LS-6,
see Section 2.2) is introduced and manually shaken for 10
times. The formed emulsion is then transferred to a 100 mL
graduated conical flask and the volume of free brine is visually
determined and logged as a function of time for 1 h.

2.5. Turbidity Measurements for Assessing Produced
Water Clarification. Oil-in-water emulsions (o/w) were
prepared at an oil concentration of 500 ppm by introducing
between 20.0 and 21.0 mg of crude oil and 40 g of NaCl 580
mM, MOPS 20 mM, pH = 7 buffered solution into 60 mL
tubes. Mixtures were then stirred either at 10,000 or 18,200
rpm for 3 min with an Ultra-Turrax T-25 fitted with an S25N-
10G dispersing tool (IKA) and ≈20 mL was then transferred
into Turbiscan tubes. The transmittance and absorbance of
samples were then scanned (2 scans in 1 min), before
introducing 0.380 mL of LS-3 solution in NaCl 580 mM,
MOPS 20 mM, pH = 7. A total of 14 extra scans were then
performed in 13 min. The temperature was set at 25 °C.
To follow-up the clarification of the samples, the trans-

mittance was averaged at the center of the tube (between 23
and 27 mm), and the difference with the initial averaged
transmittance was calculated and reported.

2.6. Microfluidic Study of Oil Recovery. A microfluidic
setup consisting of a syringe pump (ChemyxFusion 4000),
camera (Canon 90D), and microfluidic device (Micronit
Microtechnologies) was used for assessing the EOR
capabilities of the LS samples, LS-3 and LS-6. The setup and
procedure were developed in a previous study.37 The
micromodel is made of borosilicate glass through isotropic
etching and consists of a uniform network of channels as well
as inlet and outlet channels for even introduction and
collection of the fluids.38,39

Two types of tests were performed using the setup: one-step
recovery and two-step recovery (later named EOR) tests. One-
step recovery tests include saturation of the chip with crude oil

Table 2. Physical and Chemical Properties of Crude Oilsa

SARA analysis

crude oil density at 25 °C, g/mL viscosity at 25 °C, mPa·s saturates (wt %) aromatics (wt %) resins (wt %) asphaltenes, hexane insoluble (wt %)

A 0.879 15.0 74.6 19.7 5.3 0.35
B 0.932 218 37.4 44.1 16.1 2.45

aCharacteristics of crude oil B are taken from Simon et al.34 The SARA composition determination method by HPLC is described by Hannisdal et
al.35
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B, aging for 1 h under ambient conditions, and injection of 10
μL of NaCl 580 mM, MOPS 20 mM, pH = 7 solution or LS-3
or LS-6 solutions (100 ppm in the same medium) at 0.5 μL/
min. The EOR tests include saturation of the chip with crude
oil B, aging for 1 h under ambient conditions, injection of 10
μL of high salinity brine (600 mM NaCl) at 0.5 μL/min as the
secondary stage or improved oil recovery (IOR), and injection
of 10 μL of LS-3 (100 ppm in NaCl 580 mM, MOPS 20 mM,
pH = 7) at 0.5 μL/min. A combination of a microscope
(Nikon ECLIPSE Ti2-U) and camera (Photron FASTCAM
Mini WX100) was also used to investigate the extent of
wettability alteration after different floodings. All steps were
performed at room temperature (22 °C). Each test was
repeated three times.
The images taken during the processes are then processed

and analyzed based on the change in oil saturation to calculate
the recovery factor (RF), the ratio of the extracted oil to the
original oil in place.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Interfacial Properties of Lignosulfonates and

Competitive Adsorption between LS and Asphaltenes.
3.1.1. Interfacial Properties of LSs. The first part of this study
was to analyze the interfacial properties of LS samples and
their interactions at the interfaces with asphaltenes. The latter
are one the most important components in crude oil that are
responsible for interfacial properties and the stability of crude
oil emulsions.40,41

Figure 1 presents the variations with time of the interfacial
tensions at the brine/xylene interface in the presence of various

concentrations of LS-3 (from 4.9 to 507 ppm). The obtained
curves are typical of the surfactant with a decrease in the IFT
when the time increases,42−44 indicating adsorption of LS-3 at
the interface. No IFT plateau is reached after 1 h, especially at
low LS concentration. The slow kinetics is most likely related
to the polydispersity in molecular weight and composition of
LS samples which induces competitive adsorption between the
different LS molecules. A discussion of the kinetics of
interfacial lignosulfonate adsorption has been given in a
previous report.11

Figure 2 compares the variations of the IFT after 1 h of
adsorption for the three LS systems investigated. It can be

noticed that the IFT values reported in the curves are not
actual equilibrium values because no IFT plateau is reached
after 1 h of adsorption (especially at the lowest concentrations
tested); however, the reported values allow us to compare the
LS systems with each other. The variations of the IFT with
concentrations are similar for the 3 LS samples. They all are
surface-active from low ppm concentration. LS-3 and LS-4
present the same surface activity despite their differences in
molecular weight and hydrophobicity. LS-6 is significantly
more surface-active than the two other LS products, which is,
among other reasons, likely caused by its lower molecular
weight. These results are consistent with data obtained on the
same products studied with a spinning drop tensiometer.9

Extra information on the adsorption of LS at the oil/brine
interface can be obtained by interfacial dilational rheology.
Figure 3a compares the interfacial rheology moduli E′ for the
three LS samples. The E″ moduli are not presented because
they are systematically lower than their respective E′ moduli
showing the predominant elastic character of LS samples at the
interface. All the curves presented in Figure 3a show a
maximum of E′ when the concentration of LS is varied. In
addition, E′ increases in the order LS-3 < LS-4 < LS-6. The
interpretation of interfacial dilational rheology data is generally
not straightforward. Indeed, even if there is “rheology” in the
name of the technique, the moduli E′ and E″ measured using
this technique only partially depend on “true” interfacial
rheology properties. As a general rule, E′ and E″ depend on:

• Interfacial rheology per se.
• Adsorption/desorption of the surfactants to and from

the interface.

In the case of “classical” surfactants at the interface, such as
Span 80,42,45 it is mostly the adsorption/desorption that
dominates the response, and interfacial rheology data can be
analyzed using the Lucassen−van den Tempel model.46 In the
case of interacting complex systems such as protein47 or ARN
tetrameric acid/Ca2+48 that can form gel at the interface, E′
and E″ mostly represent the rheology of the interface. In the

Figure 1. Kinetics of adsorption at the liquid/liquid interface of only
asphaltenes, only lignosulfonate LS-3 and mixtures of lignosulfonate
LS-3 and asphaltenes (0.5 wt %). Two parallels per systems were
performed.

Figure 2. Variations of the interfacial tension with lignosulfonate
concentration for the three LS samples at the liquid/liquid interface
after 1 h of adsorption. No asphaltene is present in the studied
systems. Data for SDS are also presented for comparison. The lines
are guides for eyes.
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specific case of LS, it can be noticed that, even if LS-3 and LS-4
display similar IFT values, their E′ is significantly different.
Consequently, layers covered with LS-3 and LS-4 have
different internal dynamic, that is, different rates of exchange
of molecules between the layer and the bulk phases on one side
and/or different interfacial elasticity and viscosity on the other
side.
In order to evaluate the ability of LSs as surfactants, they

were compared with a classical low-molecular-weight surfac-
tant sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) because LS and SDS are
both anionic (Figure 2). The figure shows that the decrease in
IFT is higher in the presence of SDS than LS at the same mass
concentration, indicating that the SDS is more efficient to
lower interfacial tension. However, if the same data are
replotted as a function of the molar concentration (using the
number average molecular weight for LS, Figure S1), the
differences are less marked, and it can be noticed that the
reduction of IFT happens for similar molar concentration
ranges for both SDS and LS. Finally, it can also be noticed
from Figure S1 that the IFT decrease with molar concentration
is steeper in the cases of SDS compared with LS. According to
the Gibbs adsorption isotherm equation (eq 2), that means
that the SDS surface excess is higher than for LS samples.

Γ = − ·
nRT C

1 dIFT
dLn( ) (2)

with Γ being the surface excess, R being the ideal gas constant,
n is a constant depending on the number of species adsorbing
at the interface, and T being the temperature.
Finally, the influence of chemical nature of the oil phase on

adsorption of LS at the oil/water interface was investigated.
Two organic solvents were compared: decane and xylene
(Figure 4). IFT values measured between LS-3 solution and
decane are systematically higher than with xylene as an organic
solvent. This trend is mostly attributed to the difference of
internal cohesive forces between decane and xylene because
the two sets of data are nearly superimposed if the difference of
interfacial tension between the two oil phases and brine in the
absence of LS is considered (14 mN/m). Despite the
possibility of π−π interactions between xylene and aromatic
rings of LS, the adsorption of LS-3 at the interface between oil
and the two organic solvents is therefore similar.

3.1.2. Competitive Adsorption between LS and Asphal-
tenes. Asphaltenes are one of the most surface-active crude oil
indigenous components.49−51 They adsorb at the oil/water
interface and stabilize crude oil emulsions. They also dominate
the adsorption of crude oil on solid surfaces, thereby
controlling their wettability.52 Understanding how LSs could
compete with asphaltenes to adsorb at the water/oil interface
and interact would help to pinpoint possible applications of LS
in crude oil production and processing.
First, information about the adsorption dynamics of

asphaltenes together with LS systems can be obtained by
analyzing the variations of the interfacial tension with time.
These variations are presented in Figure 1 for LS-3 at various
concentrations (already presented in Section 3.1.1), asphal-
tenes at a concentration of 0.5 wt %, and mixtures of
asphaltenes and LS-3. It must be noticed that, due to their
respective solubilities, LS-3 is initially present in the aqueous
phase while asphaltenes are dissolved in xylene.
When asphaltenes are the only surface-active component

present in the system, the interfacial tension quickly decreases
to approximately 31 mN/m within 10 s. Then, the IFT

Figure 3. Variations of E′ (measured at a period of 100 s) with lignosulfonate concentration measured after 1 h of adsorption: (a) in the absence of
asphaltenes; (b) in the presence of 0.5 wt % asphaltenes. The lines are guides for eyes.

Figure 4. Comparison of the interfacial tension of lignosulfonate LS-3
measured at the decane or xylene/aqueous phase interfaces. The
empty symbols correspond to the values measured in decane
subtracted by 14 mN/m. The lines are guides for eyes.
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continues to decrease but at a lower rate. A value of 25.7 mN/
m is reached after 1 h of adsorption. The kinetics of adsorption
of asphaltenes at the oil/water interface has been recently
explained by Schuler et al.53

When asphaltenes and LS-3 are both present, the IFT swiftly
decreases to approximately 31−30 mN/m within 10 s at low
LS-3 concentrations (4.9 and 26.9 ppm, respectively). Then,
IFT continues to decrease during the next 1 h. The shape of
the IFT reduction during this time is similar to the variations
of the IFT with time for systems containing only LS-3.
Therefore, it can be deduced that asphaltenes adsorb first and
then LS-3 coadsorbs with asphaltenes at the interface. This
order is perhaps related to the respective concentrations of
both components. Indeed, the asphaltene concentration was
chosen to be representative of asphaltene content in crude oil
(Table 2), while LS concentrations are typical of demulsifier
concentration used in crude oil processing. Hence, asphaltene
concentration is several orders of magnitude higher than the
LS concentration. This order explains why asphaltenes adsorb
first because the adsorption rate and the IFT decrease are
proportional to the bulk solute concentration during the initial
moment of adsorption according to the Ward and Tordai
equation.43

At the highest tested LS-3 concentration (500 ppm) and still
in the presence of asphaltenes, the IFT has decreased to 22−23
mN/m after 10 s of adsorption and then continues to approach
the system containing only LS-3 at the same concentration.
Consequently, at such high LS concentration, asphaltenes and
LS-3 coadsorb at short times. At longer times, only LS-3
continues to adsorb at the interface.
These conclusions are also valid for LS-4 (Figure S2) and

mostly in the case of LS-6. The latter fully prevents adsorption
of asphaltenes at high LS concentration (Figure S3) as
explained in the following paragraphs.
Even if working with model systems allows us to obtain

valuable information, some features of real systems are not
reproduced such as the oil viscosity that should influence the
bulk diffusion of asphaltenes and potentially their rate of
adsorption.
The three LS systems are then compared by plotting the

interfacial tension measured after 1 h of adsorption, with and
without 0.5 wt % of asphaltenes (Figure 5). LS-6 systems are
analyzed first because it is the most surface-active among the
LS samples. The IFT of the LS-6 solution at the lowest tested
concentration (≈1 ppm) in the presence of asphaltenes is close
to the value for pure asphaltene solution but slightly lower.
The IFT of the LS-6 solution at the lowest tested
concentration (≈1 ppm) in the presence of asphaltenes is
close to the value of the pure asphaltene solution but slightly
lower. This means that asphaltenes are preponderant at the
interface with a minor presence of LS-6. The incorporation of
LS-6 at the interface at low LS concentrations when the IFT of
LS-6 is higher than asphaltenes could be explained using the
Langmuir equation for two-component systems. This equation,
valid for noninteracting species, is the following for the
adsorption of two components A and B54

= − Γ + · + ·RT K C K CIFT IFT Ln(1 )0 m L,A A L,B B (3)

with Γm being the maximum adsorbed amount, IFT0 being the
interfacial tension of pure solvents, and KL,A and CA being the
Langmuir equilibrium adsorption constant and concentration
of component A, respectively. This equation shows that IFT is
lower when two components are present instead of one.

When LS-6 concentration is increased, the IFT of mixed LS-
6/asphaltene systems departs further and further from the
value of pure asphaltenes showing that more and more LS-6 is
adsorbed. However, these values are still lower than in the case
of systems containing only LS-6 indicating that asphaltenes are
still present in significant amount at the interface. In the
presence of 500 ppm of LS-6, IFT data indicate that
asphaltenes are no longer present at interfaces because the
IFTs are identical with and without asphaltenes: LS-6 prevents
adsorption of asphaltenes and desorbs already adsorbed
asphaltene compounds.
The data for LS-3 and LS-4 in the presence of asphaltenes

are similar. This is consistent with the fact that they display a
similar interfacial behavior in the absence of asphaltenes
despite their different molecular weights and hydrophobicities
(Section 3.1.1). The variations of IFT with LS-3 or LS-4
concentrations in the presence of asphaltenes are similar to
that of LS-6 with a predominant adsorption of asphaltenes at
low LS concentration (few ppm) and then increasing LS
adsorption at the interface when LS concentration increased.
However, even at the highest tested LS-3 or LS-4
concentration, these two LS samples do not fully prevent
adsorption of asphaltenes because IFT of asphaltenes−LS
systems is lower than the values displayed by LS-3 and LS-4 in
the absence of asphaltenes. This is consistent with the ranking
of LS surface activity established in Section 3.1.1.
Figure 3b presents the interfacial dilatational modulus E′ for

the three LS systems in the presence of 0.5 wt % asphaltenes as
a function of LS concentration. The E′ value for the system
containing only asphaltenes is also presented for comparison.
The shape of the variations of the E′ modulus with LS
concentration is different between the LS-6-asphaltene system
and the two other systems, meaning the dynamic properties of
the adsorbed layers are different. It can also be noted that even
at the highest tested LS-6 concentration (500 ppm), E′ in the
presence of asphaltenes is different from the modulus in the
absence of asphaltenes, indicating the presence of asphaltenes
in the absorbed layer, which is inconsistent with IFT data. A
possible explanation could be that asphaltene concentration in
the adsorbed layer would be too low to influence the IFT value

Figure 5. Variations of the interfacial tension with lignosulfonate
concentration at the liquid/liquid interface with and without
asphaltenes (0.5 wt %) measured after 1 h of adsorption. The
horizontal line corresponds to the value measured in the presence of
0.5 wt % asphaltenes but in the absence of lignosulfonate. Other lines
are guides for eyes.
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but enough to affect the E′ modulus from the pure LS-6 layer.
Concerning the LS-3 and LS-4 systems, the E′ moduli in the
presence of asphaltenes are different from pure LS systems
which is consistent with the presence of a mixed LS−
asphaltene layers, even at the highest LS concentrations (500
ppm), in consistence with IFT data. However, the E′ values of
the two LS−asphaltene systems are different, even if their IFT
is the same. Consequently, even if the adsorbed amount must
be similar, the dynamic of the interfacial layers is not, which is
similar to the behavior of the LS-3 and LS-4 adsorbed layers in
the absence of asphaltenes, as shown in Section 3.1.1.
The results presented above are consistent with results

obtained using the Langmuir balance by Gundersen et al.10

Indeed, these authors showed that LS and asphaltenes formed
mixed films at the oil/water interface.
In conclusion, IFT and interfacial rheology measurements

have allowed us to show that LSs are able to successfully
compete with asphaltenes at the oil/water interface especially
for the most surface-active LS sample (LS-6) at the highest
tested concentration (500 ppm).
3.2. Assessment of Lignosulfonate as a Crude Oil

Emulsion Inhibitor/Demuslifier. 3.2.1. Lignosulfonate
Solubilized in the Aqueous Phase. After studying the
interfacial properties of 3 LS samples and their competitive
adsorption with asphaltenes, some potential applications of LS
in crude oil processing was evident and screening experiments
were consequently conducted. First, it is discussed if LS could
be used to help separate crude oil and water coproduced with
it. As LS samples are only water-soluble, they cannot be
directly added once water-in-crude oil emulsions are formed
because LS would not be properly dispersed which should limit
their efficiency. Consequently, LSs were introduced into the
aqueous phase before the emulsions were created to determine
if they could act as an inhibitor, that is, reduce the stability of
crude oil emulsions and increase the oil/water separation rate.
Figure 6 presents the kinetics of free brine released for

emulsions prepared from crude oil A in the presence of various

concentrations of lignosulfonate LS-6 (from 0 to 100 ppm). In
the absence of LS-6, good separation (80−90% free brine
released) is reached in 20−30 min. If 11.5 ppm of LS-6 is
present in the aqueous phase, the separation rate is not
significantly modified considering the uncertainties in the
measurement. On the contrary, at higher LS-6 concentration
(100 ppm), there is nearly no free brine separated 60 min after
emulsion preparation. This increase in stability is not due to an
inversion phenomenon because the emulsion with 100 ppm of
LS-6 is of w/o emulsion type as shown by conductivity
measurement. Considering the IFT results presented in
Section 3.1.2, it can be suggested that LS-6 will coadsorb
with crude oil components (primarily asphaltenes) at the oil/
water interface created during emulsification. This interfacial
mixture will stabilize emulsions more efficiently than if the
interface was only covered by crude oil components. This
property is therefore opposite to the desired effect of crude oil
emulsion inhibitors.
Similar bottle tests were performed with various concen-

trations of another LS sample: LS-4 (Figure 7). The trends are

similar as in the presence of LS-6. Indeed, the stability of
emulsions does not vary in the presence of 12 ppm of LS-4.
Furthermore, the emulsions are more stable (less free brine
released) at higher LS-4 concentrations (100 and 509 ppm).
Here, also, this increase in stability is not due to an inversion
phenomenon as shown by conductivity measurements
performed on the emulsions prepared at the highest tested
LS-4 concentration. Consequently, incorporation of LS-4 into
the crude oil/brine interface increases the stability of crude oil
emulsions toward coalescence.

3.2.2. Lignosulfonate Solubilized in an Organic Solvent.
One way to make LS oil soluble is by using a complexing agent,
in this case, the quaternary ammonium methyltrioctylammo-
nium chloride-MTOAC, which will transfer the LS into the
organic phase (xylene). Authors have previously used long-
chain aliphatic amines for the fractionation of lignosulfonates,
based on this, the procedure in Section 2.2 was developed.55 In

Figure 6. Bottle test showing the variations of the free water released
with time for emulsions prepared from crude oil A in the presence of
various concentrations of lignosulfonate LS-6. The indicated
concentrations are calculated based on the mass of the aqueous
phase. The values are averages of, respectively, 4 (no LS), 2 (11.5
ppm LS-6), and 2 (100 ppm LS-6) independent measurements. The
error bars represent the range of values obtained and the lines are
guides for eyes.

Figure 7. Bottle test showing the variations of the free water released
with time for emulsions prepared from crude oil A in the presence of
various concentrations of lignosulfonate LS-4. The indicated
concentrations are calculated based on the mass of the aqueous
phase. The values are averages of, respectively, 4 (no LS), 2 (12 ppm
LS-4), 2 (100−103 ppm LS-4), and 4 (506−509 ppm LS-4)
independent measurements. The error bars represent the range of
values obtained and the lines are guides for eyes.
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this way, LS-6 could be directly introduced into crude oil
emulsions to determine its efficiency as a demulsifier. The
procedure was not optimized, especially the concentration of
MTOAC, as the goal was to screen possible LS applications.
Figure 8 presents the kinetics of free brine released for

emulsions prepared from crude oil A after introduction of pure

xylene, MTOAC in xylene, and complex LS-6−MTOAC in
xylene. If xylene is introduced (blank), the separation is
incomplete 1 h after emulsion preparation with 21% free brine
released. If MTOAC is introduced after emulsion preparation,
good oil/water separation (80−90% free brine released) is
reached in approximately 10 min indicating that MTOAC
destabilizes crude oil emulsion. MTOAC is soluble and present
in the organic phase, and once introduced in the crude oil
emulsion sample, MTOAC could adsorb at the interface
competing with the crude oil interfacial component and reduce
the stability of w/o emulsions. Finally, if the MTOACLS-6
complex is introduced, emulsion stability strongly increases
with no free water released 60 min after emulsion preparation.
The emulsion is still of w/o type as shown by its conductivity.
This means that the LS-6 or LS-6MTOAC complex would
adsorb onto the already formed crude oil/brine interface and
prevent or limit coalescence between water droplets, which is
detrimental for a possible demulsifier.
It must be noticed that while the pH is well-controlled

during the introduction of pure xylene to crude oil emulsion
(pH of the free brine released = 6.84), there is a significant
decrease when MTOAC is introduced (5.9). It was not
possible to determine the pH of the aqueous phase after
introduction of LS-6 and MTOAC because no free brine was
released. The pH variation could have an influence on the
conclusions of this study because crude oil IFT and emulsion
stability depend on pH.50,56 The LS properties, especially the
aggregation behavior, are also influenced by pH because of the
variations of ionization degree of sulfonic, carboxyl, and
phenolic groups.57

3.3. Assessment of Lignosulfonate to Treat Produced
Water. Another possible application of LS in crude oil
processing would be their implementation in produced water
(PW) treatment. Produced water is the aqueous phase
coproduced with oil. After oil/water separation, PW needs to
be purified to meet regulation requirements before being
discharged or reinjected.58,59 In order to test if LS could be
used to purify PW, model o/w emulsions were prepared, after
which the kinetics of PW clarification was tested using the
Turbiscan apparatus. This apparatus allows us to measure the
transmittance and backscattering of samples as a function of
time and height of the tube. Measurements showed that the
transmittance of the samples increased with time which was
attributed to the clarification of the samples by coalescence,
flocculation, or creaming of oil droplets. Consequently, PW
clarification was characterized by following the transmittance
of PW samples measured at the center of the sample with time
(Figure 9) after the addition of pure buffer (blank) or LS-3

solutions. The accuracy of the measurements required to
perform several parallels can be estimated from Figure 9 to be
2−3% (in absolute values). Considering these uncertainties,
the kinetics of clarification are similar if pure brine and 100
ppm of LS-3 are introduced in the PW samples. If more LS-3 is
introduced (1000 ppm), it seems that the kinetics of
clarification is slightly slower at short times, but similar final
transmittances are reached after 900 s of clarification.
Consequently, it appears that, even if injected at high
concentration (1000 ppm), LS-3 has minor influence on the
clarification of PW.
Other tests were performed by varying initial oil droplet size

(Figure S4) and chemical nature of the crude oil (Figure S5).
The results are similar.

3.4. Assessment of Lignosulfonate in EOR Applica-
tions. EOR designs all the methods which are aimed to
recover more crude oil from a field by modifying physical and/

Figure 8. Bottle test showing the variations of the free water released
with time for emulsions prepared from crude oil A and subsequent
addition of pure xylene, MTOAC in xylene, and mixture of
lignosulfonate and MTOAC in xylene. Concentrations added after
emulsion preparation are 700 ppm LS-6 and 2800 ppm MTOAC
(concentrations based on the emulsion masses). The values are
averages of 3 independent measurements. The error bars represent
the range of values obtained and the lines are guides for eyes.

Figure 9. Evolution of the transmittance measured at the center of the
samples. The samples were prepared by mixing 500 ppm of crude oil
A with the aqueous phase at 10 000 rpm for 3 min. The lignosulfonate
(LS-3) or a pure buffer is added after the second point is measured.
The indicated concentrations correspond to the values after addition.
The values are averages of, respectively, 4 (no LS), 3 (100 ppm LS-3),
and 3 (1000 ppm LS-3) independent measurements. The error bars
represent the range of values obtained and the lines are guides for
eyes. One experiment performed by adding pure buffer was discarded:
the initial transmittance was much lower than for the other tests.
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or chemical properties of reservoir rocks and/or fluids. Among
these methods, surfactant flooding consists to inject surfactant
solutions to decrease the interfacial tension between oil and
water.60 This ability is here tested with lignosulfonate.
3.4.1. One-Step Recovery Tests. During the one-step

recovery tests, crude oil B was displaced with two LS floods.
An additional test was conducted using NaCl 580 mM + buffer
20 mM solution for comparison. The average recovery factor
for the three experiments versus injected pore volumes of the
different floods is presented in Figure 10.
Based on these results, LS-3 was proved to be as effective as

the NaCl-buffer solution in terms of RF. LS-3 reached the end
of the network area (breakthrough) in a shorter amount of
time. However, both experiments reached the same plateau
after the breakthrough. LS-6 has the same recovery dynamic as
LS-3 until breakthrough. The breakthrough happens earlier for
LS-6 and, therefore, results in a lower recovery efficiency. LS-6
was also slower to reach plateau after breakthrough. The
average breakthrough times (from when the flood reaches the
network until breakthrough) for LS-3, LS-6, and NaCl-buffer
solution were 220, 184, and 244 s, respectively. All three floods
have similar displacement patterns and accomplish recovery
through unstable displacement where viscous fingering
happens. In order to assess the extent of wettability alteration
induced by different flood types, the arrangement of the oil and
aqueous phases was examined under a microscope. The after-
flood micrographs are presented in Figure 10. According to the
images, NaCl-buffer and LS-6 have similar arrangements
between phases in the channels, meaning they have the same
effects on the surface wettability. However, LS-3 shows a more
hydrophilic situation. It is suggested that a reduced contact
angle leads to a higher recovery,61 translating into lower
recovery for oil-wet reservoir rocks (carbonate).62−64 Although
this is true in the case of LS samples, based on the data in this
study, the wettability does not seem to be the only defining
parameter in the final RF.
3.4.2. Two-step Recovery. To mimic the actual oil recovery

processes, crude oil B was displaced first with high salinity
brine and then with an LS-3 solution. The average dynamic
recovery based on the injected pore volumes is presented in
Figure 11. According to the data, high salinity brine reached
breakthrough at about 0.6 pore volumes, which was faster than

NaCl-buffer solution. In addition, the recovery achieved by
high salinity brine showed to be lower than that of the NaCl-
buffer solution tested in one-step recovery experiments. High
salinity brine reached a plateau at 1.2 pore volume, so the
recovery was not changing at the time the EOR flood was
introduced to the network. The EOR flood however did not
recover any additional oil. Therefore, the recovery efficiency
remained the same after it reached steady state during the IOR
flood. The small error bars in the image confirm the good
repeatability of this experiment. The micrographs of the chip
were assessed for changes in wettability. Figure 11 shows the
channels after IOR and EOR flood. According to this figure,
the EOR flood managed to change the wettability slightly
toward water wetness. However, this change must have not
been enough to make a change in the recovery factor.
Comparing the after-IOR image and the NaCl-buffer image
from Figure 10, it is also evident that the NaCl-buffer solution
created a slightly more water-wet condition than the high
salinity brine.

Figure 10. Recovery factor for crude oil B based on injected pore volumes of the NaCl-buffer solution, LS-3, and LS-6 (100 ppm). The
micrographs of oil-flood arrangements after the one-step recovery tests with the three solutions are presented on the right. The color differences are
because of different camera settings.

Figure 11. Recovery factor for crude oil B displaced by high salinity
brine (IOR part) and LS-3 (100 ppm in NaCl + buffer, EOR part)
based on injected pore volumes. Micrographs of oil-flood arrange-
ments after IOR (left) and EOR (right) flood are also presented.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the interfacial properties of LS solutions with and
without asphaltenes were studied. In addition, applied testing
evaluated the suitability of LS for crude oil processing. Here,
screening experiments were conducted to test the scenarios
emulsion inhibition, produced water treatment, and EOR.
Overall, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. LS are surface-active at the oil/water interface. LSs have
a similar surface activity as a classical anionic surfactant
such as SDS if they are compared on a molar basis but
are less efficient if they are compared at the same mass
concentration.

2. LSs were shown to compete with and/or desorb
asphaltenes at the oil/water interface.

3. LSs increased the stability of w/o crude oil emulsions if
it is used as an inhibitor (solubilized in the aqueous
phase) or as a demulsifier (organosoluble complex with
a quaternary ammonium).

4. LS had no visible effect on the clarification of o/w
emulsions present in produced water.

5. LS flood can, to some extent, alter surface wettability
toward water wetness. However, no additional oil
recovery was found during an EOR flood.

The results in this study suggested interesting properties, by
which LS could replace asphaltenes at the water/oil interface.
This destabilizing effect could be exploited, for example, in the
processing of crude oil and the treatment of produced water.
During applied testing, it became evident, however, that the
emulsion stabilization effect dominates over the destabilizing
effect. Consequently, we conclude that the studied LS are
better suited as an emulsion stabilizer than an emulsion
destabilizer.
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■ LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
E* complex dynamic apparent dilatational modulus
E′ apparent elastic dilatational modulus
E″ apparent viscous dilatational modulus
EOR sodium dodecyl sulfate oil recovery
IFT interfacial tension
IOR improved oil recovery
KL,A Langmuir equilibrium adsorption constant of

component A
LSs lignosulfonates
MOPS 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid
MTOAC methyltrioctylammonium chloride
o/w oil-in-water emulsion
PW produced water
QCM quartz crystal microbalance
R perfect gas constant
RT recovery factor
SDS sodium dodecylsulfate
T temperature
w/o water-in-oil emulsion
Γ surface excess
Γm maximum adsorbed amount (in the Langmuir

isotherm)
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